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Easy Reporter® Release 2.12 Highlights
SpinifexIT is constantly working to add new functionality to our solutions in order to improve your SAP and 
SuccessFactors business processes. The new Easy Reporter release 2.12 is available now and contains a 
significant number of innovative features and enhancements that improve the usability and performance of 
the world’s leading SAP HCM and Payroll reporting solution.

The enhancements in release 2.12 include:

Enhanced Reporting Performance
A new job splitting feature helps to reduce the run time of large reports by splitting the process into concurrent 
jobs before consolidating into a single report output. The result is faster processing times for many reports.

The new dynamic infotype selection feature allows users to include infotype fields in their report selection 
criteria, giving much more flexibility over standard selection fields.
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Dynamic New User Interface
Easy Reporter 2.12 delivers new and updated features to its existing UI5 interface that improves report output, 
format and usability on browsers and mobile devices.•

Increased Reporting Flexibility
Easy Reporter’s best-in-class interface functionality now includes the ability to generate interface and report 
output in XML format.

New configurable report selection options allow users to create their own selection screen defaults.

Optional user exits now allow you to more easily identify managers across organizational structures, infotype 
fields or even custom tables when designing reports.

New, more powerful field mapping and conversion options provide added report output flexibility.
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Powerful New Usability
Designing reports is even faster now that Easy Reporter allows users to quickly search for report fields by 
name or technical name.

New functionality allows you to dynamically insert a range of wage types into a report, reducing the time it 
takes to build payroll reports and providing greater output flexibility.
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Expanded Data Options and Auditability

The addition of system fields will boost audit reporting by allowing you to include data about systems and 
activity in your reports.

The addition of time evaluation transfer data to reports improves report data options.

Easy Reporter now includes payroll payment data (from REGUH, REGUP, BKNA and PEVSH, etc.) in interface 
files and reports.

Easy Reporter now provides the added flexibility of including user-specified date, numeric or text fields into 
reports.

The wide range of payroll fields and results available in reports and interfaces now includes voided payroll 
results.

Expanded vacancy reporting allows you to easily identify and report on prior holders of positions in your 
organizational structures.
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